Effective treatment of depression improves post-myocardial infarction survival
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To examine the contribution of treatment resistant depression (TRD) to mortality in depressed post-myocardial infarction (MI) patients independent of biological and social predictors.

METHODS: This secondary analysis study utilizes the Enhancing Recovery in Coronary Heart Disease (ENRICHD) clinical trial data. From 1834 depressed patients in the ENRICHD study, there were 770 depressed post-MI patients who were treated for depression. In this study, TRD is defined as having a less than 50% reduction in Hamilton Depression (HAM-D) score from baseline and a HAM-D score of greater than 10 in 6 months after depression treatment began. Cox regression analysis was used to examine the independent contributions of TRD to mortality after controlling for the biological and social predictors.

RESULTS: TRD occurred in 13.4% (n = 103) of the 770 patients treated for depression. Patients with TRD were significantly younger in age (P = 0.04) (mean = 57.0 years, SD = 11.7) than those without TRD (mean = 59.2 years, SD = 12.0). There was a significantly higher percentage of females with TRD (57.3%) compared to females without TRD (47.4%) [χ²(1) = 4.65, P = 0.031]. There were significantly more current smokers with TRD (44.7%) than without TRD (33.0%) [χ²(1) = 7.34, P = 0.007]. There were no significant differences in diabetes (P = 0.120), history of heart failure (P = 0.258), prior MI (P = 0.524), and prior stroke (P = 0.180) between patients with TRD and those without TRD. Mortality was 13% (n = 13) in patients with TRD and 7% (n = 49) in patients without TRD, with a mean follow-up of 29 months (18 months minimum and maximum of 4.5 years). TRD was a significant independent predictor of mortality (HR = 1.78, 95% CI = 1.08-2.95, P = 0.021).
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Core tip: Treatment resistant depression (TRD) was associated with increased mortality in post-myocardial infarction (MI) patients with depression. Conversely, effective treatment of depression with cognitive behavioral therapy with or without medication decreased mortality in post-MI patients who were depressed. Since TRD post-MI patients are at higher risk for mortality, closer follow-up and more aggressive treatment for depression and risk factor modification is needed to improve patient outcome. It is important to monitor the effectiveness of depression treatment and change treatments if necessary to reduce depression and improve cardiac outcomes in post-MI patients with depression.


INTRODUCTION

Depression predicts mortality and mortality in patients after myocardial infarction (MI)1-5. Depression in post-MI patients is associated with increased mortality. A meta-analysis of 29 studies with an average of 16 mo follow-up and a total of 16889 patients revealed that post-MI depression is associated with more than doubling in odds of all cause mortality (OR = 2.25, 95%CI: 1.73-2.93; P < 0.001)6. Prevalence of depression is about 20% in patients with MI, compared to 5% in the general population7-8. Depression predicts a poorer prognosis and lower functional status in post-MI patients9.

Treating depression in depressed post-MI patients should improve their long-term prognosis; however, in randomized clinical trials treating depression in depressed post-MI patients, did not improve their survival9-12.

Cognitive behavioral therapy, plus adjunctive sertraline treatment in the case of insufficient response, did not improve mortality or nonfatal re-infarction with a mean 29 mo follow-up in post-MI patients with depression and/or low perceived social support (LPSS) enrolled in the Enhancing Recovery in Coronary Heart Disease (ENRICHD) clinical trial11. There was no difference in event-free survival between the intervention and usual care groups (75.5% vs 74.7%). The intervention resulted in a temporary reduction in depression, which was present at 6 mo but disappeared by 30 mo after randomization9. Similarly, depression treatment did not improve cardiac event-free survival (treatment group 86.2% vs usual care group 87.3%) during the 18 mo of follow-up in the Myocardial Infarction and Depression-Intervention Trial (MIND-IT)11. Antidepressant medication (sertraline) for depressed patients with heart disease (n = 369) resulted in a slight, but non-significant reduction in recurrent MI and death after an average of 30 mo of follow-up (RR = 0.72; 95%CI: 0.51-1.16) in the Sertraline Antidepressant Heart Attack Randomized Trial (SADHART)10. The recent 8-year follow-up of the MIND-IT trial that evaluated the effects of antidepressant treatment in depressed post-MI patients revealed that the treatment group’s mortality was not reduced when compared usual care group12. However, patients who actually received treatment for depression, regardless of group assignment, had an improved mortality (HR = 0.52, 95%CI: 0.28-0.97).

Secondary analyses of data from subgroups within clinical trials hint that the effectiveness of the treatment of depression might be a factor in whether treatment improves health outcomes. In an on-treatment secondary analysis of the 1834 depressed patients from the ENRICHD intervention and control groups showed significantly lower risk of recurrent MI and death in patients taking selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs) from both the usual care and treatment group. During an average of 29 mo of follow-up, 26% of patients who did not receive antidepressants died or had a recurrent MI vs 21.5% of patients on antidepressant therapy. Use of SSRIs was associated with significant reduction in risk of death or nonfatal MI (HR = 0.72; 95%CI: 0.44-1.22) and of all-cause mortality (HR = 0.73; 95%CI: 0.34-1.38)13.

In patients with at least 1 prior episode of major depression in the ENRICHD intervention group whose depression did not improve over the first 6 mo had higher late mortality (unimproved 21.2% vs improved 10.4%) and were more likely to be taking antidepressant medication and have a higher body mass index at enrollment than patients whose
depression symptoms improved. In the usual care arm of ENRICHD, improvement in depression was not related to mortality[2].

In a 7-year follow-up analysis of SADHART, patients whose major depression did not respond to medication experienced 2.39 times as much mortality (28.4%) as those whose depression was treated effectively (15.6%)[14].

The ENRICHD study did not find that randomized treatment of depression in depressed post-MI patients decreased mortality or morbidity. Even with extensive effort to treat their depression, many patients in the intervention arm did not improve their depression symptoms after 6 mo of treatment. Instead, they seem to have a treatment refractory depression that was resistance to current available therapy. This finding and other subsequent analysis of ENRICHD studies left health professionals without clear direction for the treatment of depression in post-MI patients.

Clinical studies show that not all depressed patients respond adequately to treatment. Fava et al[15] meta-analysis of 36 clinical trials demonstrated that about 50% of depressed patients have an adequate response to antidepressant therapy, 15% had partial response, and 20%-35% did not respond to depression treatment. Patients who do not respond adequately labeled as treatment resistant. Depression was considered treatment resistant when at least 2 trials of different antidepressant therapy with adequate dose/duration/compliance failed to produce a significant clinical improvement in depression symptoms[16].

Patients with treatment resistant depression (TRD) in previous studies may have masked the effect of reducing depression on improvement of survival of depressed post-MI patients. In a cohort study of 4037 depression post-MI patients, 12.1% of the patients had treatment-resistant depression and they were 1.71 times as likely to die than treated patients[17].

The current study focuses on TRD and compares survival of patients with TRD to survival of patients who responded to treatment of depression.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Research design**

This secondary data analysis uses longitudinal data from the ENRICHD randomized clinical trial. The limited use de-identified data set was obtained from the National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute (NHLBI) after University of Maryland full IRB review.

**Data source**

ENRICHD was the first randomized multi-center study to examine the effect of psychosocial intervention on survival in patients who were depressed and/or had LSSP after an MI. This study was sponsored by the NHLBI, and recruitment started in October 1996 and ended in October 1999. Patients were enrolled in the ENRICHD study within 28 d of an acute MI.

All patients with an acute MI admitted to 1 of the 73 participating hospitals were screened for acute MI eligibility including MI documented by cardiac enzymes and by chest pain with typical ST-T changes or new Q waves. Complete ENRICHD inclusion and exclusion criteria are published elsewhere[9]. After informed consent was obtained, patients were screened for depression and/or LPSS. If either depression or LPSS was present, patients were randomly assigned to the intervention or usual care arm. Participants had follow-up examinations at 6 and 18 mo and annually thereafter. The primary end-point of the study was the occurrence of re-infarction or all cause mortality[9].

**ENRICHD intervention**

Cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) was utilized as the standard of the ENRICHD intervention[28]. Intervention group patients with scores higher than 24 on the Hamilton rating scale for depression (HAM-D) or who had < 50% reduction in BDI score after 5 wk were referred to study psychiatrists for pharmacotherapy consideration. If there were no contraindications, sertraline hydrochloride was used as the drug of choice. The maximum CBT duration was 6 mo[9].

Patients in the usual care arm of the study received only the care provided by their primary care providers, which was standard medical care for post-MI patients. Patients in both groups received health education regarding cardiovascular disease and its management and both groups received standard medical treatment as practiced in that institution.

**ENRICHD measures**

Baseline assessment in ENRICHD included demographics, cardiovascular health history, risk factors, current medications, detailed medical record documentation of the course of treatment for the acute MI, an electrocardiogram, the Depression Interview and Structured Hamilton (DISH), beck depression inventory (BDI), and ENRICHD social support inventory (ESSI). The DISH is a semi-structured interview developed for ENRICHD trial and was used for screening and diagnosing depression[19] using principles and criteria from the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Fourth Edition (DSM-IV)[21]. The DISH incorporated material from the 17-item version of the Hamilton Rating Scale for Depression (HAM-D)[21], the Structured Interview Guide for the Hamilton Depression Scale (SIGH-D)[21], the Diagnostic Interview Schedule (DIS)[21], and the modified versions of the DIS[21]. The DISH depression severity score was based on the 17-item HAM-D. The first 9 items on HAMD-D are 5 point Likert format ranging from 0 (absent) to 4 (severe). The last 8 items are 3 point Likert format ranging from 0 (absent) to 2 (clearly present). The possible score ranges from 0 to 50. Scores of > 10 indicates the presence of depression symptoms. Hig-
her total scores indicate more depression symptom severity. The concurrent validity of DISH was evaluated using the Pearson correlation coefficient between 17-item HAM-D embedded in the DISH and BDI scores that resulted in a correlation of 0.76 ($P < 0.001$)\textsuperscript{[19]}. The DISH was administered at the screening phase of the ENRICHD study and at 6 mo follow-up.

The BDI\textsuperscript{[25]} was used in the ENRICHD study to evaluate baseline depression status and assess progress during treatment and follow-up. The BDI is the most widely used depression instrument in clinical and research settings. The BDI is considered 1 of the best methods to assess presence and severity of depression. It is easy to use and only takes 5 min to complete by the patient or provider. The BDI is a 21-item inventory, and each item is rated on a 0 to 3 scale with a total score ranging from 0 to 64. BDI scores > 10 indicate depression, scores of 10-15 mild depression, 16-23 moderate depression, and 24-64 severe depression. Concurrent validity of BDI was established by comparing BID to HAM-D that positively correlated ($r = 0.71, n = 87$). This indicates an acceptable concurrent validity of BDI. The BDI was administered to all participants at baseline, 6, 12, 18 mo and annually thereafter.

The ESSI was used in the ENRICHD study to assess perceived social support at baseline and during treatment and follow-up. It was developed for ENRICHD study to measure functional social support. The ESSI was used as a screening tool to determine patients’ eligibility for ENRICHD based on low social support, and to assess changes in patients’ social support following treatment. The ESSI is a 7-item inventory, and item 1 to 6 is rated on a 1 to 5 scale, which indicates none to all respectively. Item 7 is not rated on numeric scale. The total score ranges from 6 to 30 with lower scores indicating LPSS. A score < 3 on 2 or more items and a total score < 18, or a score of 2 on 2 items without regard to total score indicated LPSS which was the criteria for inclusion in ENRICHD trial\textsuperscript{[26]}. In this study, 3 variables derived from ESSI instrument that were: live alone, perceived social support, and social isolation. Live alone was the seventh question on the ESSI questionnaire (“do you live alone?”) that was separated and transferred into the study dataset. Perceived social support was the total score on the ESSI and social isolation was dichotomous value based on scoring the ESSI. Social isolation was defined as meeting the ENRICHD criteria for LPSS. The reliability of ESSI was estimated by using test–retest reliability that showed no significant differences in mean scores administered 1 mo apart ($P = 0.98$). The internal reliability was measured with the use of Cronbach’s alpha that revealed an alpha of 0.88, which indicates a high internal consistency. The intra-class correlation coefficient was 0.94, reflecting excellent reproducibility\textsuperscript{[26]}. The ESSI was administered to all participants at baseline, 6, 12, 18 mo and annually thereafter.

**Sample**

The study sample consists of the depressed patients in either arm of ENRICHD who received treatment for depression and completed the DISH at 6 mo. Treatment was defined as any combination of CBT and/or antidepressant medication. TRD was defined as < 50% improvement of 6-mo HAM-D score from baseline in patients with 6-mo HAM-D > 10. The outcome variable in this study was all cause mortality. All deaths were documented and verified by the ENRICHD investigators.

**Statistical analysis**

**Data analysis:** Normality of distributions of continuous variables was examined; no variables had extreme values that needed transformation\textsuperscript{[27]}. Missing data was < 5% thus there was not a need to examine patterns of missing data\textsuperscript{[27]}. All inferential tests were conducted at the 0.05 level of significance. Statistical procedures were performed using SPSS version 20.0 software.

Cox regression analyses was used to examine the hypothesis. The proportional hazards assumption of Cox regression was confirmed. The contribution of each biological (age, female gender, minority status, and presence of diabetes, history of heart failure, hypertension, prior MI, prior stroke, and current smoker), social (lives alone, perceived social support, social isolation), and psychological (baseline depression symptoms and TRD) predictor to mortality was initially examined in individual Cox regression analyses. Age was centered on 34 years, the lowest age in the study for ease of interpretation. The reference group (0) for dichotomous predictors was the un-named category. A combined model was constructed with biological, psychological, and social factors that predicted mortality at $P < 0.20$ in the individual analyses.

Based on prior research showing differences between men and women in reporting depression\textsuperscript{[28,29]}, the interaction of TRD and female gender was added to the model. Similarly, based on prior research showing differences between minorities and non-minorities in reporting depression\textsuperscript{[30]}, the interaction of TRD and minorities status was added to the model. Neither of the interaction were significant predictors of mortality so they were not included in the final parsimonious Cox regression combined model. Biostatistician reviewed the statistical methods of this study.

**Sample description:** A total of 770 ENRICHD participants were depressed at the study entry and received depression treatment (Table 1). These participants received cognitive behavior treatment (CBT) ($n = 469, 60.9\%$), or antidepressant medication ($n = 85, 11\%$), or both ($n = 216, 28.1\%$). The sample included 365 (47\%) women and 239 (31\%) minority participants.
Ages ranged from 34 to 85 with a mean of 59 (SD = 12) years. Treatment resistant depression was present in 103 (13.4%) of the patients who were treated for depression.

### Biostatistics

The statistical methods of this study were reviewed by Erika Friedmann from University of Maryland.

## RESULTS

Baseline characteristics of patients with and without TRD were compared (Table 1). Patients with TRD were significantly younger ($P = 0.04$), more likely to be female ($P = 0.031$), be hypertensive ($P = 0.033$), and have lower perceived social support ($P = 0.006$) than those without TRD. Major depression was significantly more common ($P < 0.001$) and baseline depression symptom severity assessed with the BDI was significantly worse ($P < 0.001$) among patients who experienced TRD.

Of the 770 participants, there were 62 (8%) deaths with an average follow-up of 29 mo. All cause mortality tended to be higher in the patients with TRD (13/103: 13%) than those whose depression responded to treatment (49/667: 7%) ($\chi^2 = 3.35, P = 0.05$).

In univariate Cox regression analysis (Table 2), age ($P < 0.001$), female gender ($P = 0.005$), diabetes ($P < 0.001$), history of heart failure ($P < 0.001$), hypertension ($P = 0.002$), prior MI ($P < 0.001$), prior stroke ($P < 0.001$), current smoker ($P = 0.002$) and live alone ($P = 0.032$) were significant predictors of mortality. Minority status ($P = 0.943$), perceived social support ($P = 0.279$), social isolation ($P = 0.446$), and baseline depression symptoms ($P = 0.978$) did not predict mortality.

In the combined simultaneous Cox regression model, TRD ($P = 0.046$), age ($P = 0.004$), diabetes ($P < 0.001$), and history of heart failure ($P = 0.001$) were significant independent predictors of mortality; current smoker tended to predict mortality ($P = 0.087$) (Table 3).

When the interaction between female gender and TRD and minority status and TRD were each added to the model, the interactions were not significant ($P = 0.467, P = 0.87$, respectively). Neither interaction was added to the final model. In the final model TRD contributed significantly to mortality ($P = 0.046$) after controlling for age, diabetes, heart failure, and currently smoking. Patients with TRD had approximately double the risk of all cause mortality compared with patients without TRD (95%CI: 1.011-3.938). Other significant independent predictors of mortality were age, diabetes and heart failure.

This study showed a significant improvement in survival in depressed post-MI patients whose depre-
Table 2 Results of separate Cox regression analyses to examine the contributions of each biological, social and psychological predictor to mortality among treated post- myocardial infarction patients with depression (n = 770)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Biological factors</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>Wald</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
<th>HR</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>0.048</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>19.205</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>1.027-1.073</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female gender</td>
<td>0.741</td>
<td>0.266</td>
<td>7.791</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>2.098</td>
<td>1.247-3.531</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minority status</td>
<td>0.020</td>
<td>0.272</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.943</td>
<td>1.020</td>
<td>0.599-1.737</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diabetes</td>
<td>1.448</td>
<td>0.272</td>
<td>28.401</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>4.295</td>
<td>2.498-7.247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heart failure</td>
<td>1.495</td>
<td>0.275</td>
<td>29.507</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>4.461</td>
<td>2.603-7.652</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypertension</td>
<td>1.002</td>
<td>0.322</td>
<td>9.675</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>2.723</td>
<td>1.449-5.120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prior MI</td>
<td>0.961</td>
<td>0.261</td>
<td>13.533</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>2.616</td>
<td>1.567-4.365</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prior stroke</td>
<td>1.165</td>
<td>0.306</td>
<td>14.496</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>3.207</td>
<td>1.760-5.843</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current smoker</td>
<td>-1.128</td>
<td>0.361</td>
<td>9.781</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.324</td>
<td>0.160-0.656</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Social factors

| Live alone                          | 0.552| 0.258| 4.591 | 0.032| 1.737 | 1.048-2.880     |
| Perceived social support            | -0.046| 0.028| 2.768 | 0.096| 0.955 | 0.904-1.008     |
| Social isolation                    | -0.197| 0.258| 0.582 | 0.446| 0.922 | 0.496-1.361     |

Psychological factor

| Baseline depression symptom severity| <0.001| 0.016| 0.001 | 0.978| 1.000 | 0.968-1.032     |
| Treatment resistant depression     | 0.534| 0.312| 2.927 | 0.087| 1.705 | 0.925-3.143     |

1Age centered on the lowest age of 34 years. For dichotomous variables reference group is the absence of the named predictor. MI: Myocardial infarction.

Discussion

Not all depressed patients respond adequately to treatment, and their depression does not improve significantly with current depression treatments. These depressed patients are treatment resistant\(^1\). Recent studies do not show improved mortality of acute myocardial infarction patients after treatment for depression\(^{[8-12]}\). One explanation of this may be that previous studies of post-MI patients included a subgroup of patients with TRD who may have impacted the results. The presence of the TRD subgroup may cause a failure in the study’s ability to show improved survival in the intervention group.

The purpose of this study was to examine the differences in mortality between patients with TRD and those without TRD. The significant predictors for mortality among depressed post-MI patients whose depression was treated were; age, diabetes, and history of heart failure. The presence of TRD significantly predicted mortality after controlling for these other factors (HR = 1.995). TRD was associated with an increased risk of mortality when compared to non-TRD patients. This finding is consistence with the 7-year follow-up analysis of the Sertraline Antidepressant Heart Attack Randomized Trial (SADHART)\(^{[10]}\). Initial findings of SADHEART revealed a non-significant reduction in re-current MI and death (RR = 0.77; 95%CI: 0.51-1.16) in treated depressed individuals. At that time, they did not examine the difference between survival in those individuals who responded and not respondent to depression treatment. Subsequently, the 7-year follow-up analysis of the SADHART trial found that patients with major depression who responded to treatment with sertraline had a reduction in mortality vs non-responders (15.6% vs 28.4%; HR = 2.39)\(^{[14]}\). The current study extends this finding from post MI patients with major depression to less psychologically distressed patients, namely post MI patients with dysthymia through major depression. Further the current study began treatment with cognitive behavioral therapy and added medication if depression was not responsive. This study is also consistent with Scherrer et al.'s\(^{[17]}\) cohort study’s finding that post-MI patients with TRD had increased mortality. The criteria for TRD in that study were that: the patient received (1) electroconvulsive therapy, (2) a monoamine oxidase inhibitor, or (3) two or more antidepressant at the same time. In contrast, the current study uses depression measurement tools to identify post-MI patients with TRD.

This re-analysis of the ENRICHD study data clearly shows that successful treatment of depression decreases mortality in post-MI patients. It also demonstrates that current depression treatments are not effective in treating all depressed post-MI patients. According to this study, over 13% of treated patients still suffered from depression at the end the treatment. This is consistent with the Scherer study, which showed 12.1% of post-MI patients experienced TRD. Perhaps a treatment that is more effective in alleviating depression would improve survival in post-MI patients. Until more effective treatments are developed, closer follow-up of depression symptoms, aggressive treatment of depression, actively treating other modifiable risk factors, and modifying risky health behaviors may lead to a better survival in post-MI patients with TRD.

Strengths and limitations

This study was a secondary data analysis of an existing trial. This places limitation to this study regarding...
control over the variable definition, measurement, data collection and other crucial aspects of the study design. With this study, we were not able to establish causality of the contributions of TRD for mortality. The study findings were only able to provide evidence of the associations between the variables. Despite the limitations of this study, the strengths outweigh the limitations of the study. Using a large existing database, this study has the advantage of providing a representative sample. Women and minorities were well represented in the ENRICHD data. ENRICHD included detailed questionnaire development, data collection procedures, data management, and quality control measures. The use of ENRICHD dataset provided an opportunity to use high quality dataset without the high cost and effort of obtaining this type and amount of data.

**Implications for practice and future research**

The analysis of TRD in ENRICHD shows that treatment of depression in the ENRICHD sample was effective in reducing mortality in those whose depression was effectively reduced by cognitive behavioral therapy and/or anti-depressant medication. By separating out those who were depressed and whose treatment was effective it was possible to evaluate the contribution of effective treatment of depression to mortality in post-MI patients. The findings of this study provided evidence that depressed patients with TRD have more than double the risk of mortality when compared with patients whose depression is effectively treated. This sub-group of depressed patients with TRD did not improve their depression symptoms with their current depression treatment. Closer follow-ups of depression symptoms, aggressive treatment of depression, aggressively treating other modifiable risk factors, and modifying risky health behaviors may lead to a better chance of survival in TRD post-MI patients.

As shown in this current study, depression is a risk factor for mortality among TRD post-MI patients. Yet the question remains how to best treat it. Future research is needed to address the development of effective treatment for depression. Both ENRICH and SADHART trials reported small effect size using current depression interventions, this suggest a need to increase efficacy of current interventions for depressed post-MI patients. The results of the present study accentuate the need for future research for drug development and effective interventions to alleviate depression symptoms in order to improve cardiac outcomes.

The potential mechanisms linking depression and impaired cardiovascular prognosis are still poorly understood and remain an area that is in need of more research. Future studies are needed to give insight and provide evidence that will direct us toward a future in which we, health providers, are able to help and improve survival in post-MI patients who have TRD.

This study provided evidence that TRD is associated with increased mortality in post-MI patients who are depressed. Conversely, effective treatment of depression with cognitive behavioral therapy and medication decreased mortality in post-MI patients who were depressed. Since, TRD post-MI patients are at higher risk for mortality, closer follow-up and more aggressive treatment for depression and risk factor modification is needed to improve patients’ outcomes. This may lead to an integrated treatment strategy that may decrease risk of mortality in post-MI patients. It is important to monitor the effectiveness of depression treatment and change treatments if necessary to reduce depression and improve cardiac outcomes in post-MI patients who are depressed.
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Background
Depression increases mortality after myocardial infarction (MI). Clinical trials have not demonstrated a reduction in mortality with depression treatment. Depression treatment is not effective in a substantial proportion of the depressed patients. The presence of treatment resistant depression (TRD) may explain why previous clinical trials did not demonstrate decreased mortality when depression was treated.

Research frontiers
Recent clinical studies show that not all depressed patients respond adequately to treatment, and their depression does not improve significantly with current depression treatments. These patients have TRD. Presently, there is no study that shows improved outcome of depressed patients with acute MI by treating depression. This can be explained by the presence of TRD in some post-MI patients, which would impact the results of the study. The presence of TRD may cause a failure in the study’s ability to show improved survival in the intervention group.

Innovations and breakthroughs
This study considers the presence of TRD in depressed post-MI patients and its influence on prior analysis. Treatment resistant depression is a possible explanation for why previous clinical trials did not demonstrate decreased mortality when depression was treated. The result of this study reveals that TRD significantly predicts mortality after controlling for biological and social factors. Among depression treated post MI patients, TRD was associated with an increased risk of mortality when compared to non-TRD patients. Depressed patients with TRD have double the risk of mortality when compared with patients with depression whose treatment is effective.

Applications
This study provides new evidence that depressed patients with TRD did not improve their mortality with current depression treatment, and they are in desperate need for more efficacious depression treatment. Closer follow-ups of depression symptoms, aggressive treatment of other modifiable risk factors, and modifying risky health behaviors may lead to a better chance of survival in depressed post-MI patients. This knowledge may assist primary care providers regarding clinical decision making that provides a better treatment options for patients.

Terminology
TRD is a term describing patients with depression symptoms that do not improve after treatment is completed. In other words, the total hamilton depression (HAM-D) score does not decrease more than 50% from baseline with a total HAM-D score above 10 after completing depression treatment.

Peer-review
Authors showed that effective treatment of depression improved survival of patients after AMI. This paper is well described, and includes important clinical findings.
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